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Noted astrologer and spiritual teacher Barbara Hand Clow channels the voice of Satya, a

Pleiadian goddess. Satya describes the huge cosmic drama taking place simultaneously in

nine dimensions, with Earth as the chosen theater. The Pleiadians are a group of enlightened

beings who believe that the end of the Mayan Calendar will signal a critical leap in human

evolution; the Pleiadians will be there to guide us for that leap. This shift is the coming Age of

Light, and the entry of our solar system into the Photon Band and the Age of Aquarius.



To Gerry Clow“MAKING HOME”We [the gods] have not taken away any of your original

integrity because no one can do that. But we have badly distorted one part of your reality.

Since we journey so far, we are great warriors, and we are very male. You are meant to Make

Home and live in harmony with all species on Earth. To resonate with Gaia, you need to be

very female. We have forced you to be too warlike, too compulsive, too focused in linear space

and time, too fearful. Now these incompatible tendencies are exploding your cells. Luckily your

genetic matrix also has stellar contributions, and now this stellar-cellular matrix must awaken.

You must interact with other dimensions to heal.AcknowledgmentsThis book would never have

been written without the incredible support given to me by Gerry Clow. Gerry was the main

editor on this book, and his extraordinary skill and dedication is what made it possible to

express such a broad and difficult range of material.Thank you, Brian Swimme, for introducing

this book. As we transit from the heliocentric mind to the galactic mind, you have always been

with me during this radical shift in consciousness.I channeled this book to Gerry Clow, John

Kaminski, and Audrey Peterson. Thank you, John, for transcribing the tapes and assisting with

editing, and for being on guard for any untruths or misplaced emphases. Audrey, thank you for

your openness, your love, and your vision of the light, and I thank the three of you for being

willing to go on another wild ride with the Pleiadians!I would like to thank the people who

helped me the most to clarify my Pleiadian voice. They are Barbara Marciniak, Ken Carey,

Lyssa Royal, Wendy Munro, Tom Cratsley, and Tobi and Teri Weiss of Power Places Tours.

Thank you Jeanne Scoville and filmmaker David Drewry, for your unfailing ability to see the

importance of this work in time to film it in Egypt in 1994.I would like to thank the people who

have helped me understand the Mayan Great Calendar. They are Hunbatz Men, Alberto Ruz

Buenfil, José and Lloydine Argüelles, Tony Shearer, John Major Jenkins, Terence McKenna,

Stephen McFadden, Hugh Harleston, and José Diaz-Bolio.I would like to thank all the Bears for

supporting me on this project. I am deeply grateful to Mindy Belter for her excellent design and

illustrations, Sonya Moore for her careful proofing, Lightbourne Images for an exquisite cover

design, and Malcolm MacKinnon for a great photo.Thank you Carol White, Audrey Peterson,

and Nicki Scully for helping me see the elementals; Dawn Erhart Wingard for keeping me in my

body while I was working too hard; and Barbara Morgan for the gardens. I might not have

always been so clear about the equality of animals, insects, rocks, humans, and stars without

the truthful gentleness of my four children, Tom, Matthew, Christopher, and Elizabeth; thank
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PRECIPITATIONForewordEntering The UniverseBARBARA HAND CLOW’S NEW BOOK, THE

PLEIADIAN AGENDA, CAN BEST BE approached by seeing it within the traditional

cosmological task of learning how to “enter the universe.” For most modern people, this may

seem to be a strange task, even an entirely trivial one. After all, where is the universe but all

around us? So what could be easier than entering it? But, in fact, this challenge of entering the

universe is an ancient one indeed. And we humans in particular are challenged in a way

unique as a species because we do not rely solely on our genetic inheritance. Other animals

are spared all this. At least in most situations, the instructions for how to behave are right there

at hand.We have an entirely different challenge. We’ve amassed storehouses of information

concerning the universe and how it operates, and all of this is to be drawn upon to learn how to

act intelligently in the universe.To enter the universe simply means learning the ways of the

wider world and how a person is to relate to all this. The first humans felt this to be a deep and

pressing challenge. Possibly for as long as 300,000 years, and certainly for at least 40,000

years, humans gathered in the night and pondered the ways of the universe in order to find

their way through the Great World. No matter what continent humans lived on, no matter what

culture, no matter what era, they gathered in the night—around the fire of the African plains, in

the caves of the Eurasian forests, under the brilliant night sky of the Australian land mass, in

the long houses of North America—and there they told the sacred stories of the universe, and

of what it takes to live a noble human life.I say that every culture did this, but that of course is

not exactly true. For we contemporary humans do not. Modern humanity seems to be the first

culture to break with this primordial tradition of celebrating the mysteries of the universe. What

can it mean that we have abandoned something that’s worked for 300,000 years?Modern

industrial society does it differently. Questions of ultimate meaning are dealt with not in caves



or on the open plains, but in the churches, mosques, and temples. Here each weekend billions

of humans gather to reflect on their relationship with the divine. In all these millions of weekly

religious ceremonies, so essential to the health and spirituality of humanity as a whole, one will

find a diversity of religious celebrations, but one rarely finds any serious contemplation of the

universe, where by “universe” I mean simply the universe of stars and topsoil and amphibians

and mammals and insects and rivers and wetlands.Thus we have the contemporary impasse:

contemporary religions have come to focus primarily on the relationships of humans with each

other and with the divine, and have pushed aside the ancient questions of how to enter the

universe; whereas science, on the other hand, even though it does focus on the universe,

teaches a universe that has no sacred meaning or destiny, and avoids speaking of the

essential role of humans in the universe.Now we come to Barbara Hand Clow’s latest book.

From beginning to end she is concerned with the universe as a sacred realm, a universe of

matter and energy and information but also a universe filled with spiritual beings. And hers is a

universe with a sacred destiny. As well, and again from beginning to end, Clow is focused on

the role that humans have to play in this cosmic drama. She writes that she will help each one

of us “remember how to swim in the stars.” She promises that she will help us “activate our

cosmic selves.” In exact opposition to the nihilistic post-modern temper that haunts most

modern universities, she speaks of the central role humans, and Earth as a whole, have to

play, for she writes, “. . . you are the bodies for all [cosmic] dimensions as Earth enters the Age

of Aquarius.”Nor does she commit the besetting sin of even the best of classical western

philosophy which extols the human while denigrating the entire nonhuman world. For Clow, all

life is sacred, and every species plays a vital role. In a beautiful phrase she writes that “animals

are the source for the star wisdom of humans.” And not just our close kin, the mammals. In her

vision, the reptiles too have a special power that we must respect, as when she writes that “we

reptiles who remain in Earth are the ones who hold this incredible [Gaian] intelligence. We hold

this knowledge right within our physical bodies.”Before we proceed further, we need to stop

and ask a very simple question: If our young were initiated in the universe via such a

cosmology, one that held the universe to be sacred, one that showed to the human a vast and

cosmic role, one that adored animals and other forms of life, would our children be condemned

to grow up and destroy Earth, as so many of us have done?If we are ever to fashion a culture

grounded in a living cosmology, we need to know why visions such as Clow’s are inevitably

going to be dismissed by the “World Management Team.”Humanity lost speculative cosmology

five centuries ago when the new scientific enterprise destroyed medieval humanity’s common

understanding of the universe. In 1543, Nicolaus Copernicus, an obscure Polish astronomer,

announced that it was the Sun, not Earth, that was the center of the world. Of course, we now

accept this as true, but we need to remember that the entire culture was based on the

assumption that Earth was the center. And one result of this transformation was to cast all

speculative cosmological works, works similar to the one you find in your hands, to cast them

all into the trash bin. Let me explain how this happened.Copernicus, more than most anyone,

was aware of how dangerous his research was. As a canon of the Church, he refused to

publish his findings until he was on his death bed. And what he feared would happen indeed

did take place: the scientific content of his research was accepted, and the cosmological

orientation of the entire medieval world was slowly but decisively rejected. The modern world,

based on a split between science and religion, had its beginning here. Henceforth, religion

would be increasingly viewed as a repository of truths concerning the behavior necessary to

get to heaven; science, on the other hand, would come to be understood as a method for

discovering the truth about the physical universe, a universe no longer considered to be filled



with spiritual realities, but composed entirely of crass matter.What we need to appreciate here

is that Copernicus’s discovery of the truth concerning Earth’s motion around the Sun also put

humans at odds with how truth is apprehended. For maybe a hundred thousand years, humans

held that Earth was in the center of the universe. Those earlier humans would have been

deeply confused by any suggestion that the Sun resided at the center, and that Earth was

spinning around it.For the naive or pre-Copernican mind, the Sun is this hot thing up in the sky

that travels around Earth every day. We can’t tell how big it is but it couldn’t be that big,

because you can block it out entirely with just your thumb. Earth is, in contrast, the whole

world! It’s a place of great oceans and tidal waves and vast mountain ranges and frightening

hurricanes! Of blizzards and avalanches!The greatness of Copernicus is that with his book he

provided a process by which the most advanced thinkers of Europe could come to grasp this

new, subtle, and amazing truth: the Sun resides in the center of the solar system while Earth

and Mars and Jupiter and all the planets circle around it. But the unfortunate consequence was

to convince us that our feelings, and our intuitions, were not to be trusted. Henceforth all such

work relying largely on these modes of knowing—and certainly these are the primary modes in

Clow’s Pleiadian Agenda—were to be regarded as senseless, stupid, worthless, and a waste

of time.How then is one to approach speculative visionary work, especially this work in hand? I

think there are three basic approaches:First would be that of modern mainstream science,

which would regard all discussion based on astrology or galactic attunement as worthless. This

approach would characterize most scientists today.The second approach would be to regard

such a work as literally and scientifically true, in much the same way that some people regard

the Bible as literally and scientifically true. This approach, perhaps even more popular that the

first, has the unfortunate defect of putting its adherents at odds with science, which is our

culture’s most powerful consensual approach to the truth.The third approach, one hinted at by

the text itself, is to think of the work as belonging to the realm of poetry. In order to understand

how poetic vision can be true, but true in a way distinct from the truth of science, I would like to

offer the following both as an explanation, and as an image, for The Pleiadian Agenda as a

whole:Imagine that moment when Beethoven was first playing his “Ode to Joy” in an empty

room. But the room was not so empty if we consider all lifeforms, in particular the single-celled

prokaryotes that were, let’s imagine, floating in the room’s air. Undoubtedly—if we can grant a

single-celled organism the slightest drop of sentience—such prokaryotes were unable to

appreciate the music that was filling the room. But what if, out of the billions of these creatures,

just one of them was a genius? What if, instead of simply allowing the musical vibrations to

flutter through her unnoticed, she awoke to the presence of something vast?Surely what she

would experience would be only the most miserable cipher of the full reality of Beethoven’s

music, but isn’t it conceivable that she would be jolted by the strange sense that she was

suddenly pervaded by the magnificence far beyond the usual activities of her day?If a human

has the sensitivity to respond to an intelligence sweeping through the Milky Way Galaxy—an

intelligence that has organized three hundred billion stars for ten billion years, an intelligence

whose form and functioning lies outside anything yet articulated by the careful, empirical

techniques of modern astronomy—one can imagine such a human would have to create a

wild, poetic imagery. If the neocortex or some other region of the central nervous system has

been set ablaze by a vast cybernetic or galactic mind, one would expect to hear not the careful

and safe statements of yesterday’s truth, but the wild and speculative visions of Barbara Hand

Clow in The Pleiadian Agenda.Brian Swimme, Ph.D.August 1995Brian Swimme is a

cosmologist and a gravitational physicist at the California Institute of Integral Studies. He is the

author of The Universe is a Green Dragon and coauthor, with Thomas Berry, of The Universe



Story.PrefaceReality SplittingTHE BOOK YOU HAVE IN YOUR HANDS WILL BE MORE

COMPREHENSIBLE IF you have an understanding of how the Pleiadians have been

communicating with humans. Many indigenous people of Earth have claimed Pleiadian origins,

and then in the 1970s Billy Meier of Switzerland reported direct contact with Pleiadian ships

and individuals. In the 1980s, Ken Carey published Starseed Transmissions, a remarkably clear

and inspiring breakthrough of Pleiadian intelligence; Lyssa Royal and myself were experiencing

direct transmissions; Barbara Marciniak suddenly opened a very potent channel of Pleiadian

thought in 1988; and many other channels were reporting similar veins of teaching coming

from this star system. The Pleiadian Agenda comes primarily through Satya of Alcyone, a very

forceful Pleiadian wisdom figure who is closely identified with the Goddess.When the

Pleiadians first began to impulse me as an adult in 1984, I heard their transmissions for

months in Morse Code! Gradually their voices clarified, but the next thing I experienced was a

great deal of confusion about the way they discuss Earth sciences, human behavior, and

spiritual evolution. To put it simply, what they were saying about us was like trying to decode

light going through a kaleidoscope; their view of us is multifaceted and geometrically

interrelated and it can be difficult to translate. In the late 1980s, their complex point of view

seemed jumbled and confused to me, but I kept on transmitting their perspective because what

they had to say was more fascinating than anything I was hearing on Earth. I have to admit,

this was not an easy time for me. It was often very psychologically complex because the more I

got to know the Pleiadians, the more I realized that their voice was actually my own inner child

voice; these wisdom teachings coming in stronger and more clearly were forcing me to

remember my true and nonimprinted natal self. As I saw that, I began to remember myself all

the way back to when I was four months old, when a whirlwind swished the curtain next to my

crib and the beautiful small blue beings came to visit me. As hard as it was, I knew I was finally

totally integrating this presence, and then Satya began speaking to me in 1992. As a result of

her appearance, I wrote The Pleiadian Agenda in anticipation of a reality splitting that the

Pleiadians say is coming in 1998. Satya has a very clear voice, as you will see, and so, it’s time

for Satya to just speak with you.“I am Satya, director of a large group of Pleiadians. I am the

keeper of the records of Alcyone, the central Pleiadian library, and by developing a direct

conduit through herself to you, Barbara Hand Clow has also improved her own

communications skills. Therefore, this book offers a wide range of Pleiadian entities and groups

who all have a great big agenda about getting certain information to you—The Pleiadian

Agenda. The Pleiadians are very anxious to reach you, and so they pack themselves into your

thoughts and rush through your portals. John Kaminski attended the channelings when The

Pleiadian Agenda was coming in during 1994 and 1995, and he commented, ‘The Pleiadians

are kind of like bees. You see them around so often that eventually they’ve built something you

hadn’t noticed them building.’ Now the beehive would like to address you as a group.”“Actually,

we Pleiadians have built quite a nest, and when we inhabit our vehicle’s body, she feels a

special kind of excitement that is just like a buzzing hive of bees. She has learned to recognize

this frequency and use it as a tool, and if you want to know how she did it, read her trilogy, The

Mind Chronicles. She has discovered through much experience that her own perceptual range

has been greatly increased by working with us, and now she can see the nature of the coming

reality split. To choose to participate in the newly evolved world, you will need to understand

and consciously work with the nine-dimensional vertical axis described in this book. During her

own personal training phase, she became dedicated to opening our records for you. She

discovered that our wisdom improves your lives, answers your deep questions, intensifies your

feelings, sharpens your minds, and leads you to selecting evolution instead of devolution. The



Pleiadian Agenda is finally complete, and we would like to offer you our Pleiadian reflections as

a group on what Barbara Hand Clow has managed to glean from us.“You may wonder, what is

a cosmology? According to Earth astronomers, a cosmology studies the nature of the origin,

structure, and spacetime relationships of the universe. Well, we Pleiadians will go much farther.

To us, a cosmology is a story of existence in time that awakens your cellular memory. What is

cellular memory? Cellular memory is the memory of all that has ever occurred in the universe

that is encoded right in the cells in your body. You already know about this New Cosmology for

the Age of Light, and all you need now is to hear the story told again.“Why would you want to

remember your story again? Of course, it might be creative and fun—and it is—but the real

reason for telling the story now is so you can make a choice about which reality you will inhabit

when your world splits into two paths in 1998. We can see the movies of these two worlds

playing in the cells of your bodies. Since we believe that each one of you deserves total choice,

we have come into your reality to describe these two paths to you. People, you would be

amazed if you knew how difficult it is for us to come so far to spend so much time with you.

After all, we have lovely homes of white marble in a land of greenery and exquisite clear water

and air. Our children are beautiful and love us, and our animals enjoy our presence. We have

come all this distance and time because if you do not have a choice, then you have no free will,

and then the essential basis of the universe—freedom of consciousness—ends. If that ended,

no one would choose existence any more, and all motion would cease. Of course, you cannot

imagine that, but we have contemplated exactly that apocalypse and played it out, and it is an

unacceptable probable reality, which you could walk into if you remain asleep. Seems easier to

just roust you out of bed! We can assure you of one thing; the nest we’ve made is big enough

and and we buzz loudly enough so that every one of you will be able to make a clear choice.

As we peer into the two worlds that will be Earth during the Age of Aquarius, it is easy to

describe and discuss the qualities of each one.“In one reality—Zombie Land—there you are

staring into your television in a trance with your brain being filled with images of news and

stories that are not real. What’s real is something going on in the now while you are there. We

see you playing with virtual reality with your brain impulsing the machine to create any image

that stimulates your urges to possess things or have sex. As you look at the images, you get

stimulated to go shopping or have sex or eat. You put your food in a microwave which vibrates

its essence into matter that fits your taste receptors, and you eat it as your body settles down

for a few hours. The individuals in your house as well as those you socialize with all fit the

latest fashion fads—they are the perfect outgrowth of what you want to look at, yet you feel

absolutely nothing about any one of them. If asked to describe their facial features, you would

not be able to. You have no interaction with politics or world affairs because such things only

exist only in the television. You rarely travel because you think it’s dangerous, and if you do

travel, you move from one isolated hotel to another into rooms with televisions that are better

than the one at home because they have the sex channel. You don’t have to react to or change

anything or anyone. As for thinking, the computer does all that for you, since it has more left-

brain neuronal capacity than any human can have. You have no way of knowing whether the

data it contains describes anything real, since you do not go out and study real things and

observe your own reactions. As for your soul, your desire for freedom of choice has so

atrophied that you are convinced you have one lifetime, and you are in the middle of it now.

Each one of your days is another opportunity to satisfy as many desires as possible while you

experience absolutely no stress. You are a Zombie that will be in your body only as long as you

are useful to somebody who is in control, while the expenses you incur make a profit for

somebody. Who is in control? The World Management Team—powerful forces in banking,



media, government, and business—who are exposed in this book.“Before we describe the

other potential path, we will tell you how the Zombies were created, since the technology

they’ve embodied is the same technology that evolved beings either totally reject or use

differently. Technology can be a means or an end, and the reality splitting will emerge out of

which is chosen. We have alluded to four different technologies in the paragraph above—

television, microwave ovens, artificial light, and computers. There are other ones impulsing you

in one direction or another, but we Pleiadians feel that these are the four that are triggering the

unseen and unknown dimensions so thoroughly described in this book. We will even say that

this book had to be written now just to help you realize what is happening to you as a result of

your technology; The Pleiadian Agenda is a manual on how to walk out of technological

Zombie Land. These are the technologies that are accelerating you into the critical leap—

multidimensional merge-and-purge. We will tell you one thing for sure: get conscious about

these things or you will be or already are one of the Zombies.“What is technology? To many of

you, technology makes fun gadgets that save you time and work, and your main consideration

is whether you can pay for them or not. To us Pleiadians, ideally, technologies are devices you

invent that are an outward manifestation of some unknown power within yourselves; you invent

them to find a way to make your own inner power comprehensible. In your interaction with a

technology, you are activating and identifying something inside yourself, yet you appear to be

almost totally unconscious about what you’re doing! We enjoy watching you identify your inner

powers, but we wish you understood the difference between true creativity and technology. If

you really saw how true creativity enhances nature and how technology always stresses

nature, then you would not overuse technology, and you would ban some technological

devices, such as television, once you identified the inner power it had activated. A few of you

do discover the initial thought pattern that activates the power within as well as the technology

outside. These ones are your geniuses who also have the ability to bypass materialization and

just work with the process via thought, as well as invent more things. More and more of you are

figuring this out with some guidance from us. For example, the television cathode ray

technology stimulated inner visual cortex receptors, and you remembered how to do inner

visualization as a process to open cellular memory. This means you can become telepathic,

now that you know how to create images in your brains that can be transmitted. Virtual reality

goes one step farther because it can create from the images in your head.“Why are we here to

guide some of you? On the Pleiades, our inner or magical shamanic powers are brought out of

us when we are children, and we do not need to materialize gadgets to activate them. As it

once was in all indigenous cultures on Earth, the lives of each one of us are as complex as the

individual’s body/mind who sits at the controls of Starship Enterprise. However, if you visited

us, we would look like a small Maya village in the Yucatan or Chiapas.“Before we describe the

evolved world in detail, we will describe the inner and outer processes inherent in the four

technologies that are vibrating you to implosion.Television teaches you that everything you see

is actually perceptual because you know you are looking at a screen that makes images out of

dots and not at a tree or live person. So, what is that image? It is a transmitted idea, and that is

all anything is! From a shamanic perspective, if you can activate how images actually manifest

in your brain, then you realize that an outer image that manifests is actually an inner idea.

What?!? Your cat only appears when your inner image draws it to you; everything that comes

before you is created by your mind; and once you really get this, you will finally be diligent

about what is “on your mind.” Humans with indigenous consciousness observe very carefully

what is, or is not, in their minds.“The microwave teaches you that everything is vibration,

everything is made out of waveforms. Before it, you needed fire to activate the energy in food,



but now you can warm it by bombarding it with a section of the wave spectrum that vibrates

faster than 3D. We Pleiadians have to confess that we’ve been having some good laughs about

you and your microwaves because it is a direct teacher about unseen portions of the light

spectrum. In the book, you’ll discover that photons are in the microwave range, not the range of

solar light, and you have invented the microwave in order to realize that you can be “cooked” by

wave frequencies, if you are not aware and stay in them too long. Have you ever left anything in

your microwave too long? Then, as the book teaches, you will be in the Photon Band full time

beginning in 1998, and how do you keep from getting cooked? We Pleiadians have a surprise

for you; the Sun is the antidote to increased photon light.“Artificial light is the technology that

has significantly impacted your reality that you understand better because you’ve lived with it

longer. Imagine the world over a hundred years ago when you had to work to create all light.

The most important thing to grasp is that all of you thought of darkness as a great all-

encompassing force, and all you could do was light up a little part of it when there was no

solar, lunar, or star light. To you, the dark was all-encompassing, it actually was the dominant

reality, and you loved light when you had it. With artificial light, you began to imagine that you

could know your inner self as you watched the new light making everything visible, and so you

started exploring your subconscious. In your world, you are in the Galactic Night for much more

time than you are in the Photon Band, and the creation of artificial light has caused you to have

the courage to explore dark space. Today, it’s hard to remember the days before artificial light,

but before the new light, you believed that gigantic parts of reality were unknowable. You think

you’ve discovered during the last hundred years that all things are knowable, and in the short

run you got a swelled head. You have a lot of facts, but you are getting bored.“You invented the

computer to store and access all the facts, and it actually does that. More importantly, it gives

you feedback on how your brain functions. Many of you are unconscious about how this

technology is actually mutating your brains, but not our vehicle. She began working with

computers soon after they were available because they speed up and simplify the huge data

bank that astrologers must use in practice. Many of you who are working with computers are

accessing an increasingly complex data bank; the data itself is speeding up, and this data

merge increases your perceptual velocity. This book is the direct result of that speedup; the

multidimensional merge-and-purge is being potently impulsed by computer activation. Your

brains are freeing themselves as data banks, and they are mutating into data processors; that

is exactly the training you need for accessing and manipulating the nine-dimensional vertical

axis being taught in this book. For example, the seventh dimension of The Pleiadian Agenda

model is the galactic informational highways of light, the photon bands. You are moving into the

localized photon band that spirals out of Alcyone to your Sun. You are moving into this galactic

informational highway of light, and you have the capacity to be aware of this process because

of working with computers and the Internet.“Many of you have noticed that the World

Management Team is always trying to control your reality and use you as material for its

agendas. The world of the Zombies is a totally controlled world. However, unlike being in prison

or working on the assembly line, or being stuck in a bad marriage, all you have to do with the

television is turn it off! Store the microwave—because it is needed for travel in space—and go

back to cooking your food with real fire and heat. Turn most of your lights off, and use the

power of the computer only as a tool to synchronize huge and complex data banks instead of

having it use you. We wonder, why would you consider using the computer for reading books?

Reading a book all by yourself in a peaceful room is the only time you get to really think about

what you think about things. Never let that freedom go! Our libraries and homes are filled with

books, and the only material objects most Pleiadians have are books, cooking utensils, and



arts and crafts. It is our fond hope that this book will help many of you never become Zombies

in the first place, and it is our even fonder hope that this book will impulse you to activate your

own powers and walk back into the numinous world of live essences—Gaia.How can this

particular book help you? As we’ve said, 104,000 years ago we Pleiadians went through the

acceleration that you are experiencing now, and we’ve learned to use technology with great

respect. We have little need for it because our magical/shamanic brain powers are so

developed. For example, we have one big computer that has the data we actually need (we

threw out 99% of all the old facts), and anybody can access the data by holding a coded

crystal and remembering. A few of us, such as astrologers or directors of complex groups, use

the computer to merge huge data banks to reveal new insights between things. We wouldn’t

use microwaves to cook food if you begged us; we use light sparingly because the darkness is

soothing and we like to see the stars; and, as for television, it is just too boring, and we

discovered that it reduces intelligence and destroys the immune system. Most importantly, we

do not have a World Managament Team that controls us and destroys nature.“As you will

discover reading The Pleiadian Agenda, the World Management Team in your world is directed

by the Anunnaki of the planet Nibiru. Many of you already intuit this. They were involved in your

evolution, and they know how to control you; however, nothing can really control you if you

consciously utilize your magical/shamanic powers! You can only be controlled if you think you

are a victim; if you believe somebody can do something to you. We ask you, what can anybody

do to you? So what if somebody kills you? You just return again. What amuses us the most

about Zombie Land is that all you have to do is turn the devices off and return to your world.

Remember, we are speaking to those of you who are free to sit and read this book, and we

know at least some of you are thinking, ‘What about the atrocities that are going on in places

like Bosnia and Rwanda?’ Well, we ask you, since we are not in bodies on Earth, what do you

know about Bosnia or Rwanda? Is there anything we say in this that is not really true for you?

As we read you, your heads are filled with images that come out of the television and

newspapers of the World Management Team. Literally all of your responses to human suffering

are being utilized as a method to manipulate your feelings by somebody who wants you to

react to it for some reason. You are being impulsed to feel afraid, sad, helpless, bruised,

desperate, and raw, and the more you respond to things you have no part of, the more you

ignore things that need to be taken care right in front of your noses. These dramas are set up

to distract you from seeing the new reality that is building and getting ready to split off from

Zombie Land: Even the Zombies will wake up eventually, too, but how long do you really want

to keep on being so slow? We Pleiadians also say to you, if you are one of the compassionate

humans who will be going to the Bosnias or Rwandas of your world, go for it! We admire you,

we will travel along inside you to see what is going on ourselves; otherwise, it is lethal for any

of you to give any thought to any reality transmitted to you via television—tell-a-vision. Get your

own vision! .“People! Pay attention! Many multidimensional beings such as angels, Pleiadians,

Sirians, Christ, Andromedans, Enoch, Abraham, and Mary Magdalene are moving in and out of

your bodies! You are living in a time when they express themselves right within you. The point

of seeing saucers and spaceships was to open you up, for you to realize that beings from other

worlds are in your realm all around you. They are you, and you are being them, unless you are

a zombie. Remember, the new reality coming is an exquisite green planet with communty

celebrations going on at sacred sites during solstices, equinoxes, and key lunar times.

Remember, you created television to activate telepathy; telephones to learn how to transduce

energies; and airplanes to remind you that you can fly and that distances are relative to speed.

In this new world, you are telepathic and you are seers. You enhance the natural forces—nature



—of your planet instead of clutter it with artifical things, and your computers are library tools

that free you from cluttering your heads with facts.This computer is called Interweb and not

Internet, and you are drawn to it for connection and activation of the multidimensional merge-

andpurge of the Age of Light.Barbara Hand ClowJuly 19951THE COSMIC PARTYI AM SATYA,

KEEPER OF THE LIBRARY ON ALCYONE, THE CENTRAL STAR OF the Pleiades. I am here

to help you decode the central intelligence of your planet, to prepare you for the Cosmic Party

that begins on winter solstice, December 21, 2012. I will activate my Pleiadian cellular memory

as you activate your own cellular memory banks. I am here to experience the memories of your

origins with you. Coded holograms in your bodies—galactic morphogenetic fields easily visible

to me right now—have been hidden from your eyes because light precipitation from higher

dimensions has been almost totally blocked by a great Net over your realm. This light

precipitation brings information from all dimensions in the universe. We Pleiadians observed

this Net, consisting of juicy archetypal forces, as it was being thrown around your planet at

Zero Point, the exact moment between 1 B.C. and 1 A.D. This was the time when Christ came

to Earth, so discovering the real story of what happened at Zero Point will be your access to

the multidimensional consciousness of Christ. Now this Net is binding you tighter and tighter,

and many of you have decided to penetrate its empty spaces and explode it open. I, Satya,

want you to realize that you have drawn the Pleiadians to your planet by your desire for more

light, which is intelligence.We Pleiadians have responded to your signals by participating in

your evolution during the last 26,000 years. This has been possible because your Sun is

actually the eighth star of a spiral sourced from Alcyone of the Pleiades. Now the time has

arrived for you to remember your stellar identity. The great cow gods and goddesses have been

preparing you to swim through the spaces within the interlocking strings of the Net. You are to

be like illuminated fish swimming out of the Age of Pisces into galactic synchronization with all

the other stars of the Pleiades. The time since Zero Point will be transformed into a gossamer

web of photonic light that will open your inmost heart to the exquisite liquid essence of the

Pleiadian love vibration.I am here to help you recall your Pleiadian heritage and to open the

Alcyone Library to reveal the massive record banks of your own stellar intelligence. Every

26,000 years, your solar system moves into the Photon Band as the Earth precesses into

Aquarius. This is when I always return. I am the knowledge of the library, and if you find

yourselves resisting me, this is simply the Net confusing you, anesthetizing you. You are ready

to graduate from a history of fear into a future of love, and if you want your diplomas, you must

now stretch your minds right out of your skulls!In the Pleiades, Earth’s Age of Aquarius is

known to be the Age of Light of Gaia, the time when the third star out of the Alcyone spiral—

Maya—along with the eighth star—your Sun—move into the Photon Band together. In your

legends, this is the story of the return of the twin. Alcyone always remains in the Photon Band

because it is the progenitor of one of many Milky Way stellar spirals. Van Gogh, one of many

incarnated Pleiadians during this grand cycle, was imprisoned because he painted stars as

spirals. As a Pleiadian, he was naturally free and creative; yet he felt totally trapped in linear

space and time, and this terrified him. Now your scientists are seeing that some stars do form

spirals of light in empty space. Van Gogh could actually see this spiral form of stars, which is a

faculty of multidimensional sight. It’s time for van Gogh and all the great artists who have

excited you by enabling you to see beyond your realm to be freed from prison! Yes, a

renaissance is happening on Earth once again. If you doubt this, observe the children of Earth.

Study van Gogh’s star paintings, for they will help you see how your own Sun is actually part of

the Pleiades.Alcyone always basks in the Photon Band, which emanates from the Galactic

Center. Its constant location in the Band activates its spiral light. Now is the time of the sacred



twinning, when Maya and the Sun move into that Band, impelled by the writhing stellar light of

the Alcyone spiral. Imagine the Galactic Center itself as a spinning gravitational nucleus, and

see Alcyone and many other stars existing in beautiful galactic beams of Light—photon bands.

To be simple about these concepts for now, this is the time when the Maya return to Earth and

catalyze Earth’s intelligence for the whole Milky Way Galaxy. You already know something is

coming because it is all recorded in the Mayan Great Calendar, which is also 26,000 years

long, just like the precession cycle and the orbit of your solar system around Alcyone. Maya

researcher Linda Schele discovered in 1992 that the “Crocodile Tree,” an ancient creation

symbol of the Maya in their sacred book, the Popul Vuh, is the crossing point of the ecliptic with

the Band of the Milky Way. 1 Then Maya researcher John Major Jenkins discovered that there

will be an extremely close conjunction of the winter solstice Sun with that crossing point on

December 21, 2012, the end of the Mayan Calendar. This conjunction has been approaching

for thousands and thousands of years; now many researchers are realizing the whole Calendar

is based on star maps. According to Jenkins, the fall equinox Sun conjoined the Sacred Tree

around 4400 B.C., when Earth precessed into the Age of Taurus, the previous “fixed age.”2

The ages of Taurus (bull), Leo (lion), Scorpio (scorpion), and Aquarius (man) are the fixed

ages, and these are the ages when new agendas are set in place to then work out for 6400

years. The ellipse on the cover of this book with the symbols for the four fixed ages shows

these times in relationship to the Photon Band, and the Sun is visible on the ellipse ready to

move into Aquarius. I, Satya, am bringing this book in through my vehicle, who is an astrologer,

because it is incredible that the ancient Maya invented a Calendar that ends with this winter

solstice/Sun conjunction! The synchronicities between the precession cycle, the Mayan

Calendar, and the Alcyone spiral are mind-boggling; furthermore according to our libraries,

Maya, third star of my spiral, moves into the Photon Band with your solar system when Earth

enters the Age of Aquarius. Obviously these dates really mean something. For example, how in

the face of 500 years of genocide could the Maya daykeepers of Guatemala still be keeping the

daily calendars of the last Great Cycle, which began in 3114 B.C., unless they knew about this

star map. These daykeepers have not lost the day count in 5000 years! Why is this so

important to them? I can tell you because your Sun and Maya are part of my system: At the

end of the Mayan Calendar in 2012 A.D., Alcyone, Maya, and your solar system all merge in

the Photon Band, and this will synchronize you with the Galactic Center. Then, the Cosmic

Party begins! Everybody who is in body on Earth is hereby invited.Invitations to the Cosmic

PartyI will be frank with you. It will not be easy to get into this Party. As with any culminating

social experience, you must make it your goal. You will have to prepare yourself for it, and you

must begin by figuring out all the steps to this goal through the end of time. To accomplish that,

you must have a model. To have a model for what will happen from now until December 21,

2012, you must gradually integrate the astrology of stellar orbits and cycles. The astrologers

and Maya researchers will continue to keep you updated about key times. There is no need to

become a daykeeper or astrologer yourself. Just meditate during solstices, equinoxes, and new

and full moons.My beloved Maya colleagues, who are all astrologer daykeepers as we

Pleiadians are, have always told my vehicle, Barbara Hand Clow, that you humans are lazy.

After teaching you for ten years, she has shown us that cycles, orbits, and star patterns are

very difficult for you. However, attuning to these cyclical patterns is very exciting and creative,

and it tends to activate your cosmic self. Astrology is simply the “logic of the stars,” and it is

also cosmic Pleiadian and Maya science for recovering the story of your origins. Linda Schele

comments about the Popul Vuh, “The gods wrote all of these actions in the sky so that every

human, commoner and king alike, could read them and affirm the truth of the myth.”3



Throughout The Pleiadian Agenda, I will describe cosmic models in detail, as well as diagram

them for you. For now it is enough just to realize that when your solar system moves into the

Photon Band as Earth precesses into Aquarius at the end of the Mayan Great Calendar, the

biology of Earth awakens and goes through a new stage of evolution triggered by our Pleiadian

love vibration.This cycle began around 24,000 B.C., when you became homo sapiens, and

wasn’t that a great job of triggering you? Have you seen the exquisite wonder of Paleolithic

cave art? Have you seen how awesome animals were in the eyes of your ancient ancestors?

Now after 20,000 years, you have become self-reflective, and we are here as you remember

us, existing deep in your cellular memory. We are in your blood. Our light pulses your

heartbeats. You need no pacemakers.In this supernal dawning of the Age of Aquarius, I, Satya,

have returned to collect the galactic intelligence you gathered while your solar system

journeyed through the Galactic Night since 8800 B.C. I am here to receive these gifts of your

knowledge in exchange for your information. If you will just follow your own fascinations,

together we will penetrate this constricting Net until you are finally free.Think of this last cycle

for a moment: Would any of you like to go back to being cavepeople? No, and now you have

grown very tired of being stuck in the Net. Last time around, you got sick of gnawing raw leg

bones in cold caves, and this time you’re sick of McDonald’s and “Whoppertunities.”I will help

each one of you remember how to swim in the stars while you also ply your own planetary

waters. I am able because I have lived with you and listened well to you for a long time. This

will be your choice, a choice to be made after you read my story.I will give you one guarantee

as you begin: I will not bore you. We Pleiadians have noticed that you enjoy stories, and so in

these pages you will encounter Lucifer, Enoch, Abraham, Anu, Mary Magdalene, Isaiah, Doctor

Lizard and King Lizard, and even your Moon and planets, as well as your Sun and other stars.

Since I would like as many of you as possible to be able to enjoy this grand tale, I have a few

words for the skeptics. It is perfectly fine to think of this material as just an archetypal drama

emerging out of what you call your collective unconscious. But once you could see Earth as a

tiny blue dot in space, then you discovered you needed to explore the cosmic collective

conscious, which is much vaster than your “un”-conscious.The stage is now set for the drama

in our library on Alcyone, where there is a temple with a circle of nine white Ionic columns

surrounding a crystalline model of Earth. Your vitality is our heartbeat. And as you enter the

Photon Band with Maya, an alliance has been forming between the Pleiadians and the Sirians,

and this alliance is creating all kinds of new possibilities. From 1992 through 1994, my vehicle

worked on this alliance in Egypt. In 1994, Sirian channel Wendy Munro of Australia worked with

her in the Great Pyramid and many other temples in Egypt.4 The Sirians are assisting the

Pleiadians to help you find ways to tear down the Net that is enveloping your planet. The first

stage occurred when Wendy and Barbara worked with the spirit crocodiles of Kom Ombo,

Egypt. You so easily judge these magnificent beings, calling them nasty lizards, yet you fail to

look at your own slimy, carnivorous selves. Lizards will be great activators of blocks in your

consciousness that have formed the Net and reptilian forces will cause you to examine your

own inner darkness. That is probably why the Mayas saw the star pattern where the Milky Way

crosses the ecliptic as the “Crocodile Tree.”Speaking of the alliance between the Sirians and

Pleiadians, we Pleiadians are sisters to these great male intelligences of Sirius, and as is

natural with the female vibration, we are the ones who begin the mating dance. I, Satya, was

activated to this new level within my vehicle as she struck the opening chord between Alcyone

and the central star of Sirius while deep within the Great Pyramid during a series of

ceremonies. Thus began the mating dance of Sirius and the Pleiades. The Sirians are the

designers of the Temple of Light, and I am a Pleiadian goddess who activates energy in that



temple. Since you are always so well entertained by the tales of Earth’s sacred prostitutes, you

will not be bored. So, if astrology is too much for you, perhaps you are one of many who will be

opened by means of sacred sex.Our library opened in your minds in 1992 as we recalibrated

Earth with Sirius, the star that has been preparing you for this opening since August 1972. The

electromagnetic field of Earth was so heightened in the summer of 1972 that many scientists

reported later that they feared your planet might explode or undergo a polar shift.5 Sirius holds

the 6D geometrical light body of Earth in form. The ancient Egyptians came from Sirius to

teach temple technology to you just so you could learn about sacred geometry. Just as the

Maya time records are opening now, so is Sirian spatial knowledge, and I will tell you all about

that opening. Gaia is opening her body like a lusty woman as the Sirians and Pleiadians

choreograph the dance of Earth’s indigenous peoples, who still remember this ancient

knowledge. This triggered a geomantic activation of planetary telluric powers, so your planet

was very unstable in 1972. In August 1972, the Sirians generated a great stabilization beam

out of the stellar computer below the Great Pyramid at Giza, and directed it right into the Sun.

This caused a green healing spiral to shoot out of the Sun, awakening solar initiates into

remembering their Pleiadian origins.6Who are these indigenous peoples? Forget all this

arguing about “Who is an Indian?” and notice that many indigenous peoples are Sun

worshippers who remember they are part of the Pleiades. When I address you as “people” or

“peoples”, this is a sign of great respect because I only do that when I feel you are ready to

remember your stellar source. I only address you that way when I feel in your vibration that you

are really hearing me.Who are the Sirians? They are magnificent feline gods from Sirius who

built the Great Pyramid and Sphinx to hold open the geometric portals of the stars while your

solar system is travelling in the Photon Band. They first built the Great Pyramid in 10,800 B.C.,

and then rebuilt it in 2450 B.C., casing it with white limestone and installing a Sirian seer

staring out to Orion.7 This seer has held your Sirian cellular memories in the Earth records

until you activated the planetary telluric field during Harmonic Convergence, a time of

worldwide meditation in August 1987. The awakening of planetary sacred sites relinked your

planet with the Galactic Center. You have been traveling in the Galactic Night since 8800 B.C.,

and playing out duality as you always have. Now the seeds sown by the light activation that

began in 2450 B.C.—when the Great Pyramid was realigned to Orion—are beginning to

flower.As you enter Aquarius, the women as daughters of Earth will be the first players on the

stage as Pleiadian storytellers. This has already begun. We Pleiadians do not express

ourselves via sexual gender, but we are the guardians of the Goddess and we have a very

feminine vibration. As we speak of “woman,” we speak of Gaia in each one of you. Your male

and female selves are both goddess and god, and as Earth has witnessed an overabundance

of male energy, we Pleiadians are here to help all of you awaken the Goddess within.During

this most recent journey through the Galactic Night, you became highly self-reflective and your

brains are getting very activated. You’ve developed yourselves magnificently so that you would

be ready to challenge forces that control your reality at the Cosmic Party. We Pleiadians like to

refer to these forces as the World Management Team, first named through channel Barbara

Marciniak,8 and as far as I, Satya, can ascertain as I read your vibrations, these forces are

directed on Earth by the Anunnaki, the Nephilim of the Bible, which means in Hebrew, “gods

who came down to Earth.”9 These Anunnaki/Nephilim are the ones who established the

extensive and deeply ingrained management system—the Net—at Zero Point. For a gilded and

engraved Party invitation, you still have time to challenge your inner belief systems about these

great gods. Nobody with residual “God” poison gets an invitation to the Cosmic Party in 2012.

To exorcise these lords, you must integrate the stellar intelligence of Gaia. Gaia does not



resonate with superior and separated white male gods. She quakes, belches, and vomits in

response to their oppression. Once you have integrated Gaia by awakening your inner male

and female, your next stage will be directed by beautiful male teachers who cherish Earth

women and who have integrated their next level of male intelligence, which is Sirian. The

women are running the show right now because they can feel Gaia as she first reawakens. The

men will truly feel her by 1998, when men and women will remember how to express the

resonant vibrations of Gaia sexually. As you will see later, the Sirians have decided to work out

a new deal with the Anunnaki, and that new agenda will be based on the Anunnaki agreeing to

lift the Net.I have come to direct the voices in the cosmos who wish to speak to you now. Why

me? I was selected by the Galactic Federation for fusion with my vehicle, who had been

inhabiting Earth since the atom was split in December 1942. She was sucked by a planetary

shudder into the fetus carried by her mother, making it possible for us to live in your midst

seeking to understand the nature of radioactivity and gold on your planet, and she is having a

simultaneous life in the library on Alcyone. What I have discovered so far is that all your stories

about stellar humans—such as Enoch, Anu, Christ, Isaiah, and Mary Magdalene—are cloaked

in lies. These lies obsess you because you sense that these great beings came to Earth to

show you the way to stellar access but their true story is hidden from you. They came and

deposited their codes in your vortexes, causing you to be fascinated by the traces of their

stories. These memories are very juicy and alluring because they make information pathways

in the Galaxy. Now you are becoming obsessed with these great archetypal beings as the

information pathways in the Galaxy are getting opened and cleared. These stories exist in

planetary vortexes connecting Earth’s telluric fields with all dimensions, and pathways of

galactic intelligence are responding to you as you pursue these records. Many beings from

other realms visit these vortexes to study your stories because the vortexes are records of

stellar intelligence, the Galactic Mind.The Anunnaki cannot eradicate these stories because

such erasure would cause the Gaian vortexes to go out of form. These myths are Gaia’s

consciousness. Instead, hoping to distract you from the real truth in these stories, the Anunnaki

distort these original records by laying down one layer after another of distorted information in

the pathways. Now the Earth vortexes are clogged and very inaccessible to higher dimensions,

and that is why they need clearing. Blood, the elixir, cannot flow through these clogged arteries

leading into your hearts, and you cannot feel these multidimensional impulses. This is the

tragedy of the Net. These vortexes hold the experiences that contain all of your knowledge in

the third dimension. If such primordial memory is totally blocked in linear space and time, even

the Anunnaki could not play there any more, for they would lose their own memory banks, like

a person experiencing an aneurysm. Vortexes are whirlwinds that control forces utilized for

setting agendas, but these vortexes also hold Gaia’s identity—her memory of stories in time. If

Gaia is too deadened by manipulation and control of her fields, her species will be erased from

memory in time, and the Anunnaki can never again access these vortexes for playing in your

dimension. This is why the indigenous people often forbade writing the stories down. Instead,

the grandfathers and grandmothers memorized them and transmitted them orally to children.

The original pathways out of the vortexes were spun out by Spider Grandmother in the

beginning of time and then woven together. The vortexes were generated exactly where the

pathways cross, and out of these crossings and lines, species were created. The storytellers

told the stories of Spider Grandmother, and animals and plants were formed. We Pleiadians

call this the Web of Life. Now the Web has become the Net that blocks travel by stellar

intelligences in the pathways. The Web has tightened and has almost closed due to the lies the

Anunnaki layered over the original stories, especially since Zero Point.As the Anunnaki suck



you to get Gaia’s energy and plot to keep you under their thumbs, they twist the records of

activations by great beings, thus keeping you away from Earth vortexes as much as possible.

They are heavily invested in keeping you from discovering the real connective powers of

sacred places as well as the active powers of gold, uranium, crystals, and plants. Such powers

can activate the Earth and awaken your deep memories, triggering connections with galactic

intelligence. Power places have often been revealed to you by the unexpected appearance of

illuminated beings. Often temples are built where great beings were seen, and many of you can

genuinely feel this energy of place. The Anunnaki believe they own you. They’ve diverted you

away from these power places, preventing the great beings from reaching you. Lately, even

they are bored with their own limited games, and they are impulsed to seek these great beings.

The dynamic is shifting fast because they know these power vortexes are their only access to

these powers. Meanwhile, you have become so deenergized and bored by the diminishing

energy that off-planet beings are losing access to you. The Anunnaki thought you would

become robots they could control with their thought, but instead you are dying. They now

realize you must reenergize yourselves. Like parents of teenagers who see that their children

will become self-destructive if they don’t just leave them alone, they see it is time to release

their parental role. If you doubt this, notice how tired you are of being parents and being

parented by the schools and government. We Pleiadians can see how bored you are by

parenting because you are neglecting both your children and your society.I am here now to

resurrect some juicy stories to reactivate your hunger for multidimensional access. The control

forces can’t keep you from figuring out your reality anymore. They have told so many lies that

they can no longer remember the initial stories, and they fear annihilation if the original records

are lost. We Pleiadians remember every story, however, and some of these stories even will

expose our activities in your realm. People, you’ve become the fox chased by the gods in the

foxhunt, and now I’ve come to expose the hunters in red coats on horseback. The great Sirian

dog/cat, Anubis, has arrived to instruct the hunting dogs on how to get the fox to fly.I will warn

you right now, these channeled versions of the stories about archetypal beings will make you

angry. When you see how the Anunnaki have manipulated you, you will be furious, since you

will feel like a fool. Please remember that the fool comes when the shift is prepared, so laugh at

yourselves. Some of you will shred this book or throw it on the floor, but then you will pick it

back up or run to the store for another copy. Why? Because in your deepest place of knowing,

you will hear a truth that belongs to you in these pages. You are so bored you are thrashing

around in your own bodies. The lies you’ve swallowed are the “warp” of the great Net, and your

justifiable anger is the “woof.” The Sirians have made an alliance with us Pleiadians so that the

men and women of Earth will now be able to reconnect with each other after being

disconnected for so long by Anunnaki brainwashing. This reunion is coming in the near future

and the joining will be passionate, not controlled and manipulated. That is the next step for you,

and I’d suggest you just go for it because it will make it easier. No one has ever been able to

resist the Goddess, especially visitors from the skies, and the Sirians learned this well when

Christ fell in love with Mary Magdalene. By the way, there exists in your field a book called You

Are Becoming a Galactic Human,10 which promulgates the idea that Sirians will show up and

rescue earthlings with their spaceships. Forget it, people! Quit watching your skies and jump in

the sack!You are caught in confusion right now because you have been attempting to

remember your story by means of the tools of linear space and time, the third dimension. We

Pleiadians call this book The Pleiadian Agenda because we know you are ready for the whole

story now. Our agenda at this time is to teach you how to be passionately immersed in your

bodies while you learn to view your 3D reality simultaneously in nine dimensions. Just relax.



We sent Bach, another great Pleiadian artist, down to prepare you for this perceptual opening.

If you think your brain can’t handle such a complex form, go listen to Bach fugues for 24 hours

with headphones on, and then read this book.You are trapped in a tightly woven Net that has

you more trapped than you realize. This Net was brilliantly constructed by the Anunnaki, who

exist in the next dimension above yourselves, the fourth dimension (4D). These great beings

wove this Net so that you would be held in density with them through the Age of Pisces. Why?

The love force of Christos was so intense on Earth that you had to be held in density so you

could integrate this elixir over two thousand years. Out of desire for freeing themselves from

being your parents, the Anunnaki stimulated you with Piscean archetypes—compassion turned

into pity, love turned into dependency, spirituality turned into religion—so you would finally

choose to move beyond pity, dependency, and religion. You would grow up and become

compassionate, loving, and spiritual. But they’ve become so bored by the limitations in you set

by the Net that even they can see now that your boredom could eventually blow up this

prison.Without multidimensional access while you are in 3D, you will die and destroy your own

world. These great 4D beings, the Anunnaki, who were closely documented in Sumerian

records, realize they are losing their access to you as a result of assuming to be superior.11

They have noticed the children are all on the street and not at home. Earth needs to be

fascinating and creative, or children will not play the game. The kids aren’t going to work, to

school, or to war anymore, and they are on the verge of not having sex anymore. They are

ready to play with the Aquarian archetypes—truth, multidimensionality, freedom, and

creativity.This Net woven during the last 2000 years has forced you to mature your emotional

bodies, so you could figure out how to release these 4D entities from their karma. As you will

see, the 4D entities have been involved in your dimension long enough to learn their lessons.

Now they want to be invited to the Party, but those with long records of interference—what I

call galactic rudeness—will not be invited unless they learn some Earth manners. Fourth-

dimensional beings, mostly the Anunnaki, have pricked and prodded you into acting out their

feelings. Higher-dimensional entities have also played with your energies by stimulating your

intelligence and spiritual exploration. You are even tired of this because you want these

energetic experiences for yourself! Now all beings must own their own feelings and

expressions. This will be a party with no masks or props. The Cosmic Party is to be held on

Earth. During this Party, other-dimensional beings can only own their own expressions by

penetrating your realm and moving into your energy in 3D, but only when you agree and are

totally conscious.How do you prepare for the Party? You might think all you have to do is get

dressed and put on your makeup. In fact, you have to open your chakric systems and clear

your emotional bodies. People, if you knew what really goes on when you pray in a sacred

place with your sense of self activated to the four directions of your planet, you would pray this

way all the time.The entities needing to experience you are passionate, exquisite, and

honorable. We Pleiadians want you to be sitting in sacred circles with your spines straight or

having orgasmic sex all the time. The Sirians want you to develop your minds so you can see

sacred geometric light forms that hold your reality in form through time. We will teach you how

to live every moment of your life in sacred space, tuned to the four directions with your spines

straight. We Pleiadians are here to coax new teachings out of the higher-dimensional beings

who will be attending the Party. As we’ve said, boredom is not allowed. What is worse than

being stuck at a party with a bore?Meanwhile, your reality now is no party, as I observe

Rwanda, “O Jupiter” Simpson, and the Middle East. You are up against it, and only you can

choose to process and release instead of murder each other. These Anunnaki, angels, and

demons are now ready to speak through me, Satya, to straighten out their own stories, so you



can figure out how to release them from their karma. Once you can see these truths, then you

will know how to assume total responsibility for your actions—being in integrity in 3D. You will

find ways for archetypal desires to express themselves appropriately, such as theater or

channeling. The days of the “insanity plea” are over because the only relevant question is, “Did

this body in 3D commit this action?” Many tools are coming to you now. For example, a man

who wants to stalk the Goddess and murder her could explore that desire and discharge it by

means of virtual reality, but that will only work if the program is set up to help the potential

murderer clear his anger. Those of you who are very fearful can release and process a lot of

fear by watching horror movies. A man who feels the urge to kill will be able to shoot planes out

of the sky on his computer game. Whether these tools are good or bad depends upon how you

use them.Who are the entities who have influenced your reality, and what have they actually

been doing during these 26,000 years? We are excited to see you burning with curiosity while

there is still time to figure out how to be in charge of your own bodies. We love it when you

wonder who Lucifer really is; we love it when you wonder whether Christ and Mary Magdalene

had sex and created a child; we are happy when you wonder how Enoch ascended to the

stars, because it shows you’d like to ascend yourselves—or have sex with a highly energized

being—and confront your own judgments. However, it seems easier for you to desire ascension

with Enoch and tantric sex than to contemplate your own judgments about Lucifer and sin. This

will be a piece of cake. Once you’ve talked with Lucifer, you will find out he is simply inside you.

If you are a fundamentalist and this idea makes you feel like shredding this book, I ask you, do

you really want to pay for Jim Bakker again? If you are a Roman Catholic, we must warn you

that this book could make it impossible for you to ever go in the confessional again. Sorry.

Confession is a bore, and it is lethal; women got abused in the box until 1972, and since then

young boys have been at high risk. Lucifer is very creative. To remember your own story, you

must look at all of it. We promise you, your curiosity will be more sated by Lucifer or Christ or

Mary Magdalene than it will be by soap operas, the evening news, or trials on TV. Our stories

even beat the British monarchy’s juicy dramas, although those stories are good sources for

seeing how the Goddess gets Anunnaki-controlled men in the sack.As we Pleiadians see it,

your next step is to cease attempting to decode nonphysical realms with the tools of linear

space and time. That is the purpose of this book. You have been attempting to figure out the

influences of nine dimensions in your reality by means of only one dimension, the third. To us,

this is like attempting to envision a magnificent oak tree by taking a core slice from its trunk

and looking at its rings under a microscope. Who could envision an oak tree—with great

branches and leaves and powerful root system; its power in one place drawing rain and sun,

soil nutrients and insects and animals to itself; its morphogenetic field holding in form; its

sacred geometry making it solid; its cosmic biology, and so on—by merely examining a slice

from its trunk?It is simple once you see it: all your dilemmas are perceptual. You’re held in 3D

by the Net, which limits your perceptions. One moldy old example of the limitations that have

narcotized you is the argument between Berkeley and Hume: If a tree falls in the forest, does it

make a sound if no one is there to hear it? Of course it does! The constant going back and

forth causes you to not see how 3D operates. Once the knowledge available in 3D is lost, you

can’t see that the tree does not fall in 4D unless somebody was there and heard it. Events in

4D are recorded when you feel them, and 3D just happens. I know this sounds silly and obtuse,

but I wanted to present this one because many of you had to listen to “is the chair solid or not?”

in Philosophy 101. It’s one easy example. And wait until you find out who triggered Sodom and

Gomorrah! And wait until virtual reality creates a second nuclear holocaust! Unless you can

drop Anunnaki Philosophy 101, you won’t be able to figure out whether the tree fell or not.



Worse than that, as Earth changes accelerate, you could become Chicken Little! You must

master a multidimensional model in order to view your times or you will always be stuck in the

Net. You will not know what is real, and that is exactly what holds the Net around your planet.

Tricky stuff.The Pleiadians know that you are all ready to become seers now. Our Pleiadian

colleague, Barbara Marciniak, informed you of that in a channeling in June 1993, when the

Pleiadians said that some of you will become “Wizards of the Heart.” I, Satya, liked that

concept because it helped me see what I must use for explaining my own agenda for the Age

of Light, which begins December 21, 2012. Your planet is ready for models that can move you

beyond male alchemy into the alchemy of the Goddess, so that your true male brilliance can

be activated. What could be more dead and boring than a pack of moldy old male alchemists?

People, we warn you, right now your most dangerous tendency is secrecy. Let it all out now—

flash, expose yourselves. If you don’t, your planet will go out of form. Your solar system will

blast out of the Alcyone spiral, and you will be separated from the Maya, who are your twin.We

have said to you many times that you are lazy, that you need to be cajoled, seduced, and

prodded to get you going. The point of this book is to offer the tools for becoming seers—

human intelligences hanging out in the Garden of Eden seeing nine dimensions

simultaneously. You can choose to lie in the Sun, play with snakes, decode the real meaning in

words, have sex, eat apples, and stargaze. To accomplish this, you must master the basic

astrological models so you will comprehend your own time and place in the Galaxy. Again, is it

not awesome that the Maya set up a Calendar thousands of years ago that ends when the

winter solstice Sun conjuncts the Sacred Tree crossing? Then you must learn to perceive

multidimensionally. That is, you must become alchemists by becoming the elixir ready to

transmute to gold.Why would the Pleiadians want to encourage you in this endeavor? We are

nonphysical, 5D intelligences, and we require your 3D realm to be seers ourselves. What I am

telling you is that you have no idea how important you are. You, humans, literally are the bodies

for all dimensions as Earth begins the Age of Aquarius.Why your system? Your solar system

was chosen by the Creator to be the place for the development of biological life in the whole

Galaxy. In order to perfect biological intelligence, the Creator needed to work in a small

laboratory, just as your scientists first work in a laboratory to understand the laws of creation

that rule a particular experiment. They also work in the laboratory to decide whether they want

to carry out an experiment in the planetary field. Anything can be created, but do you want it?

Is there a corresponding cure for it once it is unleashed, so that it will not have to be eradicated

by killing it, just as the Anunnaki eradicated the results of their genetic manipulations with the

Flood. Now the gods are playing with AIDS and Ebola virus, and your priests and rabbis are

doctors. As we Pleiadians and the Sirians see it, the Anunnaki do not want to annihilate you

again, but you are infected with their killing tendencies after so many years of acting out “his-

story.”You must ask yourselves why you seem to prefer killing to just living until death? Do you

kill each other simply because you fear death, fear disease? Death is simply the balance for

life, and every disease has a corresponding cure right in the plants. These cures are instantly

discovered once you have learned what that disease is teaching you. AIDS is your gift to teach

you to honor and appreciate death; then you will find ways to die that you like. By the end of

this cycle, death will become like birth—ecstatic—and Doctor God will not be there while either

is going on.The Creator first experimented with biological creativity on Earth, which is the

physical location with the potential to simultaneously hold nine dimensions in its intelligence.

Gaia is the intelligence of Earth, and she is a much more powerful being than you imagine.

Notice where the Party is being held. You are about to find out the purpose of Gaia’s

magnificent and unlimited creative powers, since she has been chosen as head scientist of the



biological laboratory of the Milky Way Galaxy. As I said, anything can be created in a

laboratory, but Gaia decides whether any creation belongs in her field. If she does not choose

it, she will cleanse it from her surface. That’s why she blew up the Atlantean laboratory. As you

are entering the Photon Band again, Earth will become multidimensional, and her biosphere

will be the source for determining which lifeforms will be disseminated throughout the Galaxy.

The qualities of this dissemination will be based on what remains in the biosphere once you

have become enlightened. This will be a time when it will not be possible to be partially alive in

your bodies. Those who do not remain will go out of body because they have not quickened to

the Light. The “Night of the Living Dead” is over, and you can’t keep on walking around half

alive. Since your genes are the structure of life itself, only enlightened geneticists will be able to

work with DNA. This going out of form will simply be ecstatic immersion in Gaia, a great cosmic

orgasm in your realm. We are here as teachers of desire to help you decide what you want to

create to become multidimensional. You will cease holding your energy in limiting forms.It was

necessary for many experiments to be conducted on Earth, by yourselves as well as

intelligences of many dimensions, in order to comprehend the galactic laws of biology. Some of

you will read these words and say that we dare to discuss the limitations of the Creator. I will

answer you for now by asking you a question. Since you judge each other and believe that evil

exists in your realm, are you not also contemplating limitations in the Creator? Since 8800

B.C., as you travelled in the Galactic Night, you have been allowed to search for ways to have

no limitations on yourselves. Your only charge during this cycle was to go as far as you wanted

in order to see that freedom has boundaries, just as all things in 3D have boundaries. The

Pleiadians hope that you have gone far enough to realize you are ready to learn how to create

harmonically in your own reality. If you are not, there will not be anything. Can you imagine

cosmic silence and no movement? We cannot either. And so your killing tendencies cannot be

released into the Galaxy to cause annihilation.We Pleiadians hope that you will want to

continue once you realize the karma triggered in yourselves by higher-dimensional

intelligences, who impulsed you constantly during the Galactic Night, must now be owned by

each one of you. To reclaim your own domain, you will need to look at every action you have

taken, as well as every time you became a victim and allowed yourself to be jerked around. You

have to love and honor everything you have ever been or now are. All actions in 3D belong to

you, no matter who or what impulsed you to act. Not seeing and integrating your history holds

the Net in place, and then you are caught in it. That is why I, Satya, must shake you up by

exposing your deep shadows. We Pleiadians know you have already agreed, because we can

see that many of you would rather merge with energies than experience Earth changes. Past

Life Regression Therapy really works for you because uncovering and contemplating your past

lies by means of your past lives enables you to see how these lies still operate in your now.You

must notice that in 3D you have two eyes, not two hearts, and in 4D, you have one eye and two

hearts! In your dualized feeling bodies, you are the one that splits the laser beams creating the

mesmerizing holograms, and so nobody is looking at life to see what is really going on in 3D.

Does this blinding fascination with 4D images matter much? Well, few people are breathing

with the plants in the garden, shapeshifting with the animals, and vibrating with the powers of

Gaia in the rocks. That is being, a function of the heart. The question goes back, correctly this

time, to Berkeley and Hume: Will the plants, animals, and rocks cease to exist if no one is

attuned with them? People, you’d better realize what happens to things in your reality when no

one loves them. Just why are the species leaving? And what about how you treat others of your

own species? To attain alignment with cosmic law—divine order of life—you must see your own

leering face in the carnage of Rwanda or Bosnia. You must feel how “others” are making these



awesome sacrifices so you can contemplate your own blood lust. If you cannot recognize

yourself in the sacrificial dramas of your times, they will recur eternally, and you will eventually

have to act out every one of them yourself, both as victim and victimizer. The Maya figured that

one out the last time they were on Earth. They built ballcourts as eternal shrines to sacrifice to

divert you from totally destroying their codices. The conquistadors were so enamored of these

mirrors that they missed a few copies of the real thing.We Pleiadians have become you during

these last 26,000 years, and I have come to let you know that we finally see where you’re

stuck. Naturally, it’s sourced in something we did. We tried to rescue you when you went into

the Photon Band around 11,000 B.C. We know that you firmly believe the gods will always

decide about your world, and so you wait instead of act. You believe they will save you if you

just keep waiting for the Apocalypse. Yes, the Photon Band was the Apocalypse then, but what

happens next is the future, not the past!When you are deep in the Photon Band, laser beams

will no longer split into two parts in solar light and create dense realities for exploring feelings.

Laser beams will not exist that make mesmerizing, holographic images that you can worship.

Instead, their multifaceted lenses will open to my dimension, the fifth, and those of you in 3D

will look out to the cosmos through those lenses. Everything you see will be like looking

through a kaleidoscope. All your beliefs and judgments will go out of form, but you will not if

you release these things that you think are reality. Wake up and gaze around again at your

world. See the Garden of Eden that you live in! The Pleiadians have been with you for 26,000

years, and now we are ready to mirror back to you the images you hold of us in your reality. If

you will look into your own mirror, we will look in ours. Notice that earthlings and Pleiadians

work with mirrors, while the 4D gods work with laser beams. The Pleiadians have chosen to

become multidimensional with you because biology must merge with love. Once this is

accomplished, you can travel with us out of the Garden into cosmic realities. Laser beams are

going to be restricted to their highest usage: surgery on the physical body for healing. Mirrors

reflect light and laser beams focus it.We Pleiadians have learned during this cycle that only you

can decide your world. We have become you, and we know that each one of you knows the

truth about yourselves at this time. Actually, we are amazed by how far you’ve come. We will

not be telling you anything about yourselves you don’t actually already know. Many of you are

still thinking you are supposed to hide your total truth from others. The Victorian mentality is

deadly, for there will be no place to hide once the solar light diminishes. You can all cleanse

your emotions and learn to stop the killing so much more easily if you will only share with each

other. Privacy is eradicated as your inner chaos fills the television screen day after day. All of

you have raped, murdered, and abused. If you want to, you will be able to sit in a virtual reality

machine all day so you can murder, rape, and abuse until you are bored with it. You can

choose to sit in a gambling parlor on a plastic stool all day instead of walking in the woods with

the animals, listening to the birds. Until the opening of the Party, you may choose forms of

control over the chaos and nobody will judge you. Even use Prozac if you want to to find out

how it feels to have serotonin in your body, and then drop the pills and do it yourselves. Nothing

is dangerous to you in 3D if you know what you are doing, and if you realize all things are only

props.The beings from many dimensions have gifted you with powerful tools if you need and

want them now, and there are more coming. The next wave will be healing tools, and the

doctors who do not use them will die of the diseases they have dared to unleash on you. To

correctly utilize the tools you now have, you must agree not to kill yourselves, your parents,

your mates, your children, or your friends and colleagues in 3D in the name of personal

freedom. All the people who have come for the Party have the right to stay as long as they

wish.The Pleiadians are the keepers of the children of Earth. The children have spoken to us,



and they want their mothers and fathers at home in the sack, and they want to be out playing in

the new image fields of youth. Keep explorations of images and chimeras out of 3D, and feel

free to explore your emotions by exploring the 4D archetypal realm. Go for it, have a good time,

as the Goddess always fulfills all desire. I know you will stop killing when you trust us, which

means you trust yourselves. Remember that you can have what you want. Virtual reality and

physical integrity are clear examples of how dimensions function by means of tools, and just

think: you will work with nine dimensions simultaneously when your solar system travels the

through Photon Band.During the last 26,000 years, you have been impulsed by marvelous

teachers from nine dimensions. These beings have always been your gods and goddesses,

mythological archetypes, and, lately your heroes and movie stars. They have graced the pages

of your literature, the altars in your temples, and the screens of your televisions and movie

theaters. Really, people, from our perspective on the Pleiades, Elvis uncannily resembles

Yahweh. The great 4D archetypal powers have had a great time pulling your strings while

you’ve been puppets dancing on the stage of life. Now you are ready to peek at the puppet

masters. If you react to this idea with resentment, would you rather remain in closets collecting

dust and mites? You have enjoyed your dances, and these masters have evolved with you in

your world.It is an exquisite drama: While one of you is having sex in 3D, 4D beings can feel

your energy and trigger you into lust, guilt, abuse, or fun; 5D entities can get excited by your

kundalini fire and have cosmic orgasms; 6D entities can expand the fields of your pulsations

throughout the Galaxy; 7D entities can carry your feelings via galactic information highways;

8D entities can organize new morphogenetic fields out of your sexual seismic waves; and 9D

entities can birth new biological forms in the darkness of Galactic Center black holes. Is that

not awesome?The Pleiadians are more involved with your evolution now because they’ve lived

with you during your last two journeys through the Galactic Night. This long Pleiadian sojourn

on Earth has made you suspicious of them, and I want to talk with you about this. You’ve been

jerked around and manipulated by multidimensional entities during the Galactic Night because

that’s how the galactic system works—until the Cosmic Party. The only other possibility would

be stasis and cosmic silence. Imagine never hearing a sound from, having a touch by, or even

seeing, another human, animal, thing, or plant. Would you choose that? Would you choose to

never look in the eyes of your child again? When you have felt jerked around, it has been

because you were caught in the mechanics of 3D, and you could not see what was really going

on. The Pleiadians know this. I remind you now that all your experiences have come from your

own choices to play with beings who first impulsed you. That is what creates existence. Would

you give up sex eternally? What would you be if you’d never encountered an archangel or a

devil?I have frequently experienced my vehicle, Barbara Hand Clow, laughing. She says the

only “sin” she has ever found on Earth is boredom. Sin means “without” or “not with,” and where

she finds you to be the most “not-with-it” is when you are bored. I chose her as channel for the

Pleiadian agenda at this time because I want to deliver some very complex Pleiadian records—

the mechanics of time and orbits. How to do that without ever becoming boring? Luckily, you

have all advanced a great deal, and you are getting more comfortable with Pleiadian 5D tools

for Seeing—astrology and dimensionality. You are tired of alchemy and astrology being

ridiculed by the World Management Team; some of you know that these control forces secretly

use these tools even more than you do!Since the Pleiadians chose to live with you in your

realm during the last 26,000 years, there are things that must now be seen and cleared. They

would like you to know now that they once made a big mistake with you. That error has caused

you to blame them for other traumas and abuses in your realm that they did not actually cause.

The Pleiadians know that their agenda cannot be accomplished without owning up to their own



mistakes, just as yours cannot. They interfered with your free will when you were travelling

through the Photon Band during the Age of Leo beginning 13,000 years ago. When your solar

system travels in the Photon Band during Leo, great Earth changes are triggered because ego

identity and belief in regal rights must be established during that age. The Age of Leo was the

“Age of Kingship,” and beings from many stars and galaxies came to Earth. Gaia always

becomes very expressive while this drama is being worked out. You are allowed to only go so

far on her surface. During the last cycle, this process caused your poles to shift, triggering the

last Ice Age. When the shock hit, the Pleiadians did not comprehend that you were in a

balancing process, since they do not experience such processes.
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Heather Martin, “Amazing. I've read a lot of channeling books but this one is very detailed.

Fascinating information that I haven't uncovered elsewhere. I really love how this all makes

sense, what with the dimensions. One of those - Oh that makes sense but I never thought of it

that way - moments. More scientific than most other books, which I like too.”

Folk Myth Magic, “Thank you Barbara. Masterfully done. So enjoy reading this book sometime

in het 90s. It was intriguing fascinating, scary and I knew there was something in the future that

would be astounding. Since this, the first book I read by Barbara hand Clow I have read a

couple more: the Alchemy of the nine dimension s... and other authers on this vast subject. 25

years later I feel I have a grasp on it what the Mayan calendar means and what channeling with

the palladians and other beings or how to help ourselves is helping Humanity, are a family.

Thank you Barbara for all you do.”

Danielle, “It is time. This book so lovingly shared with the world really helps in gaining a greater

understanding of the truth...That we are love, light, and so much more than just physical

beings. That we are indeed limitless. We must open our hearts and work together to realize

that we have the power the potential to make Earth, Mother Gaia better, restoring her to her full
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beauty once more.”

Dianne, “Pleiadian Agenda is a fabulous book. Being discouraged by greedy capitalist, religion,

a for-profit health care system, the government, I had to shift gears and get another opinion. I

knew there just had to be higher intelligence out there.. it's certainly not here on earth in the

third dimension. We do nothing but cause wars and take capitalist actions that are destroying

the planet...all in the name of profit and greed. What really amazes me is while reading this

book I was watching "What on Earth is Wrong with Gravity" on the Sci channel and Partial

Physicist Dr. Brian Cox was stomped..and guessing there must be more dimensions than what

we are realizing! Amazing! I was just reading in this book that there are multiple dimensions

and that we can move to different dimensions by meditations and thought processes. Our

thoughts are very powerful. We can heal ourselves.. well I guess after we make ourselves sick.

(oh, oh, don't let anyone know that.. there goes the for profit health care system right out the

window). And what about these UFO spotting we hear about from time to time? In this book

extraterestials are beyond spacecrafts and move in space and time as self contained mobile

beings. A bit of humor - extraterestrials are lining up at near and far galaxies to observe and

see just how we do destroy this planet. I read that we will merely move to another dimension

when we do destroy it. Well I guess those that know they can move to another dimension. I feel

this is an excellent book (and all her books) to prepare myself for 12/21/2012.. the end of the

Mayan calendar. Many books on the subject say the powers that be here on earth are holding

information from us..I'm beginning to think..they are too focused on power and greed to see the

big picture and the negative results of their greedy actions. The book gave me hope.. and a

sense of individual power when there are those earthly powers that be whom I'm sure would

prefer we not ask questions but merely follow their lead.”

Marc Mourier, “A tremendous book! 10 stars!. First, Barbara is an outstanding writer. But more

so, an astounding channeler as she has been so often before. What a powerful message this

book conveys. Thank you Pleiadians for ‘using’ Barbara! Barbara, just reading about Isaiah

sent shivers down my spine as I am so familiar with your experience! The most untainted info

we can get is from the Light, and she proves it.”

John L. Davella, “I wish I had found this book about 10 years ago.. If you ever asked "What is

the real history of this planet written from the people who helped set it up, here you are."”

Pip, “Great information. I thoroughly enjoyed this book, and thought it beautifully written.I

especially liked the astrological information, and the explanations of the situation regarding our

solar systems journey into the photon belt.I would read this again, and will seek other books by

Barbara Hand Clow.Another author I would recommend on the Pleiadians would be Barbara

Marciniak.”

Bob, “Five Stars. Only just started reading and already cannot wait to get right into it. So

intriguing and fascinating...”

Roger Curtis, “I have never read anything about 'channeling' before but Barbara .... I have

never read anything about 'channeling' before but Barbara Hand Clow is sincere in her beliefs

and desire to open our minds and help us grow.”

Rissa 111, “Excellent. Great book. Eye opener.”



Ebook Tops Reader, “Alternatives to accepted doctrines. As someone who ran away from

orthodox religions, this is more in tune with me. But saying that, I have become curious about

coded information within the bible.”

The book by Barbara Hand Clow has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 260 people have provided

feedback.
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